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MSM72 Track 

 
Yellow dots: CTD without any chemical sampling, red dots: CTD with chemical sampling, pink dots: 
CTD with chemical and additional sampling of isotopes, yellow squares: deployment of drifter and 
floats, green lines: fine resolved uCTD and ADCP tracks. Black lines: Track with uCTD casts 
between CTD stations. 



Objectives 
 
The last few decades have seen dramatic changes in the hydrography and 
biogeochemistry of the Mediterranean Sea. The complex bathymetry, the highly variable 
spatial and temporal scales of atmospheric forcing and internal processes contribute to 
generate complex and unsteady circulation patterns and significant variability in 
biogeochemical systems. Part of this variability can be influenced by anthropogenic 
contributions. Consequently, there is a need to document its details as well as to 
understand ongoing trends in order to better relate the observed processes and to possibly 
predict the consequences of these changes. The main goal of the cruise was to contribute 
to the understanding of long-term changes and trends in physical and biogeochemical 
parameters, such as the anthropogenic carbon uptake and to still evaluate the 
hydrographical situation after the major climatological shifts in the eastern and western 
part of the basin, known as the Eastern and Western Mediterranean Transients.  
The following science questions were addressed: 

1. What are the long-term changes and/or trends in physics and biogeochemistry in the 
Mediterranean Sea, including all the sub-basins? 

2.  How is the hydrographic situation in the Mediterranean developing further on after 
the EMT and WMT? Is there still a trend of the system to return to the pre-EMT 
situation and is there a similar trend in the WMed? 

3. How are eddies distributed in the EMed and WMed during the cruise? Do they differ 
in the sub basins? To what extend is heat and salt transferred into the vertical by 
eddies in the WMed and EMed during the cruise?  

4. What is the rate of uptake of the anthropogenic carbon in the Mediterranean and is 
this changing over time?  

5. What is the magnitude of variability and trends in the inventory of biogechemical 
variables (including oxygen and nutrients)? 

6. What is the base-line values of rarely measured Essential Ocean Variables (EOVs) 
such as DOC and N2O 

 
 
Narrative 
 
The scientific crew embarked at around 9:00 am on March 1st. The ship then left the port of 
Heraklion at 9:30 in the evening to bunker fuel in Kali Limenes the next morning. In the 
early afternoon of March 2nd we finally started our transfer to our first CTD station in the 
coastal area northeast of Crete. Unfortunately, this was not the first station we planned for 
the cruise. In view of the territorial ambiguities in parts of the work area, which only 
became clear shortly before the start of the cruise, the station plan was modified and 
adapted and we cancelled all stations east of our new first station. 
During transfer and during bunkering we already unpacked our equipment and started to 
install the instruments. However, some of us had to stay in bed because of a cold with a 
feverish course. We received our mandatory safety briefing shortly after embarking and a 
safety exercise on the next day in which we also had to board the lifeboat. Everything went 
well and the scientific crew started to feel comfortable on board. On March 2nd at 10:30 pm 
we began with the station work. We started with CTD stations north-east of Crete in the 
Aegean Sea, carried out CTD stations in the Strait of Kasos, and then moved south of 
Crete to the west into the Ionian Basin. Along the Strait of Antikythera we steamed 
northwards in the height of the Peloponnese. Our main program was taking CTD casts. 
The biogeochemists took water samples from several depths to determine different 
parameters (nutrients, oxygen, inorganic carbon, etc.). We took biogeochemical samples 
in about every second station, because the laboratory analysis is sometimes very time-



consuming. At a few stations, the CTD was run twice in order to cover the demand for 
water for the additional isotope measurements. The deepest CTD station was station 23 
with 4528 m water depth which we reached on the 8th of March. From station 15 
(05.03.2018 early morning) onwards, we additionally took underway CTD measurements 
between the CTD stations. During these measurements we reduced the ship's speed to 
about 3 knots, so that we could reach depths between 600 - 800 m with the uCTD. On 
station 13 on 4th of March at around 20:30 UTC we deployed the first ARVOR float and a 
surface drifter.  After station 21 on the 7th of March early morning, we interrupted our CTD 
work in order to investigate eddies for the first time on our cruise with fine resolved 
measurements. For this purpose, the uCTD was run about every hour, the ship speed 
between the stations was about 8 nm, while during uCTD measurements it was reduced to 
3 nm. The route was determined using maps of dynamic topographies. Another "eddy 
track" followed after station 28 on the 10th of March. On these sections we were especially 
interested in the continuous ship's ADCP measurements, which we hope will help us to 
recognize eddies also in their vertical extension. Our northernmost stations were in the 
Strait of Otranto which we reached on the 12th of March in the afternoon. The section 
through the Strait of Otranto is repeatedly taken on cruises by us, as the Adriatic Sea is the 
most important producer of deep water in the Ionian Basin and we are interested in the 
changes in the outflow of deep water over long time scales. After this northernmost section 
a long transit route followed back to our section across the Mediterranean Sea, which we 
resumed with station 44 on the 14th of March west of Crete. On the transit, we continued to 
continuously collect data with the ADCP and ran an uCTD approximately every two hours. 
Additionally, we had some time to visit the ship`s engine. On stations 50 (15.03.2018 23:30 
UTC), 54 (16.03.2018, 20:00 UTC) and 56 (17.03.2018 07:30 UTC) surface drifters and 
additionally an ARVOR float (station 56) were deployed. At station 34 (11.03.2018 23:00 
UTC) we dropped the only PROVOR BIO float.  
Unfortunately, we had to contend with considerable technical problems with the CTD. On 
Monday, March 6 at 22:00, station 18, the rosette returned on deck with 2 missing and 3 
broken Niskin bottles. First of all, we suspected an operating error when clamping one or 
more bottles. But then the release unit also stopped working. From now on, none of the 
bottles could be closed electronically in the water. So we swapped plugs, cables and 
devices. We first drove our own CTD and rosette and finally the CTD and rosette of the 
ship. But nothing helped. We also exchanged the winches. It turned out that the errors 
were caused by the defective releaser unit of our rosette and by the termination of the 
winches. Communication with the release unit was interrupted during tension and 
movement. On the next station everything worked fine, but on station 24 (09.03.2018 
09:30 UTC) some of the bottles did not close again, and this time there were also faulty 
data transfers. We replaced the ship’s CTD to its backup CTD. CTD operation ran then  
smoothly for some stations with the ship's own rosette and CTD. But on the evening of 
March 14, both oxygen sensors showed only noisy profiles from approx. 1000 m on, 
combined with a sudden offset. Now everything started again from the beginning, we 
exchanged cables, sensors and even the winches again. But all this did not help here 
either. Finally we decided to connect our CTD including sensors with the ship's own 
rosette. But for this we had to build an adapter cable, because the rosette of the ship uses 
different plugs (Subconn) than for our CTD (Seacon). 
On the 15th of March 06:00 UTC station 47, we placed our CTD in a deep sea brine pool 
on a depth of 3528 m. These brines contain hydrogen sulphide and the water samples 
brought along smell accordingly when they arrived on deck. The laboratories were 
ventilated long after the event. Probably we came across the "l'Atalante Basin".  
The weather has blown up since 17th of March. Again and again smaller strong wind 
events with up to 9Bft took place during which we had to suspend the uCTD work. 
However, the CTD stations could be carried out as planned. On Monday, 19.03.2018, we 



had a seminar in which we discussed the state of work and presented first results of the 
cruise. The next day we started a fine resolving ADCP track on the Sicily shelf. The area 
was too flat and the swell too high to take uCTD profiles additionally. Now that more than 
half of our cruise was over, we celebrated this in the evening of the same day.  
We entered the western basin of the Mediterranean Sea during the night to the 21st of 
March and had stations in the Tyrrhenian Sea. Again, on station 75 and 76, we were facing 
technical problems with the rosette but the problem was quickly solved. We deployed 
another float on Wednesday, 21.03.2018, after station 75 and continued also with uCTD 
measurements. On Thursday, 22.03.2018, we dropped the last ARVOR float on this cruise 
on CTD station 77 and changed again the CTD due to technical problems. At 8:00 in the 
morning on the same day we started another fine resolving uCTD/ADCP section to track 
eddies. The weather was mixed and we had to stop the uCTD measurements every now 
and then. The weather at the beginning of the last week of our cruise was windy with an 
average of 5 Bft, but allowed all work. We progressed quickly and according to plan. 
On Wednesday, 28.03, we held a seminar to discuss our results and to agree on 
publications. We also took a group picture. On Thursday, 29.03., around 14:30 the sailing 
yacht Malizia II crossed our course with Boris Hermann, one of Germany's most famous 
extreme sailors, on board. 
On Friday, 26.03., we had sunshine but again winds up to 9 Bft, so the uCTD casts had to 
be discontinued. On Saturday the weather calmed down, the uCTD work was resumed 
and on Easter Sunday, April 1st, we could carry out our last CTD station, No. 136, in the 
Strait of Gibraltar, in the afternoon. We celebrated this with a little drink. After the station 
we set course to the port of Cádiz, where we arrived on Monday morning. After the last 
CTD, the continuous data acquisition of the ADCPs and the thermosalinograph were also 
completed on the transit. We started to dismantle our equipment, to load the container and 
to clean the laboratories. Due to the cancelled stations at the beginning of this cruise, we 
entered the port of Cádiz one day earlier than expected.  
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